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1. INTRODUCTION

A heat pulse triggered by a sawtooth near q v = 1 surface propagates on a msec,

timescale towards the edge in TFTR [1,4] and JET [2, 3]. A cold pulse triggered by impurity

injection propagates towards the qy = 1 surface on a msec, timescale towards the q^ = 1

surface in TFTR [5]. The transitions from L to H and H to L-mode confinement propagate

inwards on a msec, timescale in JET [6]. If a diffusive process is invoked to explain these

phenomena then it requires a heat diffusivity x which initially, in the ballistic phase [4], is

one order of magnitude larger than the steady state value inferred from a power balance

calculation. In the case of the rapid L to H transition [6] this implies that the relative change

Ax / X initially is of order + 10 and then has to relax towards - j ^ .

The omnipresence of "some global mode" could be invoked to explain these rapid

changes; such "a global mode" would switch on-off during the L to H transitions; however,

heat pulses produced by sawteeth propagate at similar speeds in ohmic, L-mode and H-mode

plasmas. At present no conventional theory can explain the rapid changes to confinement;

conventional theory means in this context a theory which assumes that the rapid changes

occur via diffusive processes. A recent study on TFTR [4] concludes that the inital phases of

the heat pulse propagation is non-diffusive.

A physics model is being developed in an attempt to describe rapid changes to

confinement. The work is divided into three parts: i) the derivation of a fluid model based

on kinetic drifts; ii) a study of the linearized response from these drift-kinetic fluid equations

to a perturbation; iii) the evaluation of the characteristic propagation speed of a finite

amplitude perturbation through a toroidally confined plasma with varying shear and

collisionality. This paper will summarise Part I and outline a simplified approach to Part III.

The initial simplification made is to employ a spectral representation of a temperature

perturbation T; i.e. T varies as e - - , and then to apply standard approximations of weak

turbulence theory. Work in progress replaces the spectral representation by a statistics based

description.
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2. FLUID EQUATIONS FOR TEMPERATURE ANISOTROPY BASED ON

KINETIC DRIFTS

The Boltzmann equation is used to derive equations for velocity moments M of the
distribution function f (v) for plasma particles of mass m, velocity v, and charge Ze in a
magnetic field J£ and electric field E. Four moment equations are derived with M = 1, mv,
myy, mvvy for respectively density n, momentum mil, pressure tensor P and heat flow
tensor Q. The fifth moment enters the equation for Q and formal closure of the four

equations is obtained by reducing the moment myyyy into products (myy) (yy) of dyadics.

The four moment equations include on the RHS terms describing collisions between ions and

electrons (ei) and between ions, electrons and an external source. The former leads via the

collision operator Cei to respectively for the four moments; 0, Rc, Pc , Q c . The external

source leads to respectively: a source rate S, directional momentum SmU, power transfer
S£, collisional heat flow tensor 0 . The external source can represent: i) low energy

Frank-Condon neutral atoms undergoing charge-exchange in the edge, ii) neutrals being
ionized, iii) neutral beam injection, iv) ICRF accelerated minority ions residing in the
plasma. For any such source a separate calculation of S, U, £, 0 must be made. This is

done in computer codes like TRANSP.
The derived equations for the anisotropic temperatures T|| and T^ and density n are

(1)

i ("r T" ^ O J_ T /••\ f 1 /"5^
™~~ "t" ̂  1 || "" 1 J_ J i^ | | •+• 1 ||CJ — —- V_-|| \&)

n 2

(3)

The advective fluid velocities, Up, IP \ I T 1 ' contain E x B, drift, curvature drift uK,

VB drift JIB, but not diamagnetic and collisional drifts The inverse time scales Cl\\t &E» CO in

(1 - 3) do not contain Vn, VT|j, VTĵ  and the RHS terms denote the collisional effects. Eqs.

(1 - 3) are coupled non-linear hyperbolic equations and they show that diamagnetic drifts do

not transport plasma or energy. In this drift kinetic formulation magnetic curvature jc,

V x b and VB can maintain anisotropy.
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3. SIMPLIFIED TURBULENT TRANSPORT

In a toroidal configuration the stochastic nature of drift motion continuously generates

fluctuations Tj_, T||, n on each magnetic surface. The advection of n etc. and collisions

will attempt to isothermalize ( 9 ^ —»o) each surface as described by Eqs. (1 - 3). The

isothermalization rates 3 t f u etc. arise from drifts in three directions labelled (3 (along b) [i

(diamagnetic direction) and x (normal to a surface); the rate in the parallel directions is faster

than in the other directions. 9 tt | | therefore depends strongly on the mode rationality

numbers (qy ™ m/n) of a surface. In a tokamak these numbers have a rapid x variation. In

the (x, p.) plane a disturbance Tj induced on a field line j will propagate faster in the p,

direction (via parallel flows and 1 drifts) than in the x direction (via 1 drifts). The

displacement of a field line ]ii after one toroidal turn is

J
m J b(po ^o

while the maximum displacement of a particle from a magnetic surface Ax ~ epQ (Larmor

radius in poloidal field). Since \ii (x) differs strongly from \±i (x + Ax) the flow pattern

associated with the disturbance Tj at x becomes decorrelated from that at x + Ax after one

toroidal transit time. The linear contributions to d{T, uF • VT + uF • VT, will average out

quickly and transport in the model presented will arise from the non-linear term uF VT. An

assessment of the random spatial displacements A of energy (or T) are described by the

evolution of the velocity correlation tensor

= (uF(t) JMt + t)) = aa (f(t) t(t

where & contains the magnetic curvature K and VB vectors. The non-linear solution for the

temperature correlation function Or is obtained from Eqs. (1 -3 ) with the following

simplifications: n = o, T ^ T H ^ T , C = C,, = C ± = Q N = QE = co = o, and it involves

calculating the evolution of harmonics in an assumed spectral representation

t+t

fk(t + t) = Tk(t)sPS Pk=io-k Jf(t')dt' (6)

The propagator Pk describes the probability that the entire history t ( t ) - > f ( t + x) takes

place. From stochastic theory the expectation value of Pk is the following variance
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= [(iak)2 2QTf , QT = i j } CT dt, dt2.

The resulting equation for Q j has the first integral

"rt)H
where Sk = (Ti (

2 ( t 0 ) \ represents a stationary fluctuation spectrum. The immediate response

to a disturbance (small x) shows advective or wavelike transport with a propagation speed

(d xxV fff
o b t a i n e d from e x p a n d i n g (7) 2 — ( A A ) = act Sk dk or

vat ) JJJ

y / - , - v l / 2

v p = a(S k ) = u F ( T k / T ) . This means that the disturbance in this simplified

model propagates with the fluid drift velocity (appropriately scaled) independent of the

nature or origin of the fluctuations. In a more complex model the propagation speed derived

from Eqs. (1-3) will depend on (n2. / n2) , ( f ]± / T 2 ),(r2
k / T 2 ) . Experimental

observations show fluctuation levels to be largest at the edge while the drift velocities

themselves are largest at the centre.

4. SUMMARY

A drift kinetic fluid model has been developed. It shows that diamagnetic drifts do

not contibute to transport of plasma and energy (no entropy generation). Application of the

model to a simplified description of plasma turbulence shows that disturbances, such as heat-

cold pulses, L to H transitions, all can propagate with the fluid advective drift velocity

irrespective of the nature of these disturbances.
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